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Comment resolution

• The comments on the following slides will be resolved in sessions of the whole Task Force on Monday 25 Jan.
  • See agenda_01_0110 for schedule

• The order in which the comments are reviewed and the schedule are subject to change

• Comments bracketed together with [] cover a common topic
General

- [391, 753] Nomenclature
- 285, 461 Error counting => anslow_04_0110
- 900, 899, 284 Notes
- 143 Blank pages
- 36, 56 CSMA/CD
- 38 Must
- [292, 303] Consequent actions
- 498 Clauses associated with …
- 611, 366 Compliant region
- 289 PRBS31 testing
- 339 Mated HCB and MCB min loss
- 823 Module channel model
- [393, 76, 111, 118] PICS first page references
- 622, 631, 647, 665, 672 Shall for options
- 897, 389, 754, 767, 824 Inserted subclause numbering
Copper related

- 346  Optional FEC
- 505  Loopback for KR & CR
- 395, [693, 544, 144] Connector references
- [313, 328] Transmitter or driver
- 131  Test point table
- 141  Summary table
Optical related

- 358, 356  SR reach
- 37       WDM lane
- 10       G.694.1 and G.694.2 dates
- [4, 7, 8] TIA OM3 standard
- [255, 283, 394] IEC 61280-1-4
- 338      nPPI name

Clause 86A jitter budget:

=> ghiasi_02_0110,
    kukita_01_0110,
    mcsorley_01_0110,
    fogg_01_0110,
    petrilla_01_0110,
    fromm_01_0110,
    king_01_0110